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Abstract: PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome (PHTS) encompasses
four major clinically distinct syndromes associated with germline mu-
tations in the tumor suppressor PTEN. These allelic disorders, Cowden
syndrome, Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome, Proteus syndrome,
and Proteus-like syndrome are associated with unregulated cellular
proliferation leading to the formation of hamartomas. Thus far, an
increased risk of malignancy has only been documented in Cowden
syndrome; however, current recommendations advise that all individu-
als with PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome follow the cancer surveil-
lance strategies suggested for Cowden syndrome until further data
indicate otherwise. Because any individual phenotypic feature of Cow-
den syndrome and Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome are frequently
present in the general population, many individuals often go undiag-
nosed and consequently do not benefit from available cancer surveil-
lance strategies. Therefore, it is critical for clinicians to recognize the
phenotypic features associated with these syndromes to accurately di-
agnose and provide preventative care. This overview details the clinical
description of the PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome and associated
disorders, their diagnosis and molecular/genetic testing, as well as
differential diagnosis for assessment of other hamartoma-associated
syndromes. Genet Med 2009:11(10):687–694.
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Cowden syndrome (CS) is an autosomal dominant cancer
predisposition syndrome caused by germline mutations in

the tumor suppressor, phosphate and tensin homologue de-
leted on chromosome ten (PTEN). It is associated with the
formation of hamartomas and is the prototype of the PTEN
hamartoma tumor syndrome (PHTS).1,2 Interestingly, germline
PTEN mutations have also been identified in variable subsets of
seemingly clinically distinct disorders such as Bannayan-Riley-
Ruvalcaba syndrome (BRRS), Proteus-syndrome, Proteus-like
syndrome, and autism spectrum disorder with macrocephaly.3–5

Additionally, one report within the literature describes a case of
hemimegencephaly also determined to harbor a germline PTEN
mutation.6 Because of the phenotypic heterogeneity associated
with the hamartoma syndromes and the importance of cancer
surveillance in their management, it was proposed that these dis-
orders be classified by gene, in this case PTEN, because of its
clinical utility.3,4,7
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CLINICAL DESCRIPTION OF PHTS

Cowden syndrome (OMIM 15835)
The autosomal dominant disorder, CS (alternative names:

Cowden disease; multiple hamartoma syndrome), was first doc-
umented in 1963 by Lloyd and Dennis.8 This initial report
details the phenotypic findings in a 20-year-old women after
which the disease (Cowden disease) was named. CS is rarely
identified before adulthood and is characterized by multiple
developmentally disorganized benign growths, or hamartomas,
with an increased risk of both benign and malignant tumors.
Mucocutaneous manifestations are the most prevalent pheno-
typic feature of CS and include trichilemmomas (benign neo-
plasm derived from the outer root sheath epithelium of the hair
follicle) (Fig. 1A), papillomatous papules (benign neoplasm of
epithelium) (Fig. 1B), acral, and plantar keratoses. These mu-
cocutaneous features exhibit age-related penetrance and are
present in 99% of individuals with CS by their third decade of
life. Other features commonly observed in patients with CS
include Lhermitte-Duclos disease (LDD), megencephaly, mac-
rocephaly, and dolicocephaly and to a lesser extent, relatively
asymptomatic gastrointestinal polyps and glycogenic acantho-
sis. Current estimates suggest the prevalence of CS to be one in
200,000 patients; however, it is likely more prevalent, as many
of the pathognomonic mucocutaneous features are commonly
found within the general population and, therefore, are often
overlooked resulting in underdiagnosis of CS.

Individuals with CS are at increased risk for the development
of benign and malignant tumors of breast, thyroid, and endo-
metrium. For this reason, accurate recognition of the CS phe-
notype is critical for both diagnosis and management. Similar to
other inherited cancer syndromes, affected individuals are more
likely to acquire bilateral and multifocal cancer in the paired
organs (e.g., breasts). Women with CS have a 25% to 50%
lifetime risk of developing malignant breast disease, with an
average age of diagnosis between 38 and 46 years and a 67%
lifetime risk for developing benign breast disease.9,10 Male
breast cancers have also been associated with CS.11 The second
most frequently reported manifestation of CS is thyroid disease
affecting between two thirds and three quarters of patients. The
benign CS-associated thyroid abnormalities include multinodu-

lar goiter, adenomatous nodules, and follicular adenomas. Fol-
licular and papillary thyroid cancer, but not medullary, are also
frequently observed with a 10% increased lifetime risk.12

Women with CS are also more likely to develop endometrial
cancer and uterine fibroids. The lifetime risk of developing
endometrial cancer is estimated to be between 5% and 10%, and
roughly half of the women with CS will develop multiple large
uterine fibroids. Other cancers including hamartomatous polyps
of the gastrointestinal tract, skin cancers, renal cell cancer, and
brain tumors are suspected to be associated with CS; however,
their prevalence has not yet been systematically studied.

Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome (OMIM 15348)
BRRS (alternative names: Bannayan-Zonana syndrome; Riley-

Smith syndrome; Ruvalcaba-Myhre-Smith syndrome; macroceph-
aly, pseudopapilledema multiple hemangiomatamacrocephaly;
multiple lipomas and hemangiomata) is a congenital disorder, and
therefore unlike CS, tends to be diagnosed early in life. Common
findings of BRRS include macrocephaly, lipomatosis, hemangio-
mas, intestinal polyposis, pigmented macules of the penis, high
birth weight, proximal muscle myopathy (60%), joint hyperexten-
sibility, pectus excavatum, scoliosis (50%), as well as developmen-
tal delay and intellectual deficiency (50%).13,14

Proteus syndrome (OMIM 176920) and Proteus-like
syndrome

Proteus syndrome (PS; alternative names: gigantism, partial
of hands and feet, nevi, hemihypertrophy, and macrocephaly),
first described in 1979 by Cohen and Hayden,15 is a highly
variable, rare, complex, hamartomatous disorder. To date, ap-
proximately 120 cases of PS have been documented.16 PS is
characterized by rapidly progressing overgrowth of many dif-
ferent tissues, often in a mosaic pattern. The phenotypic features
are frequently congenital and persist or progress throughout
postnatal life. They include malformations and hamartomatous
overgrowths of multiple tissues, connective tissue nevi, epider-
mal nevi, and hyperostosis. Although tumors and malignancies
are not commonly associated with PS, a few rare tumor types
(cystadenoma of the ovary, subset of testicular tumors, central
nervous system tumors, as well as parotid monomorphic ade-
nomas) have been observed in a subset of patients and therefore
may aid in diagnosis when present.

The diagnosis of Proteus-like syndrome is reserved for indi-
viduals who exhibit features of PS but who do not meet diag-
nostic criteria of PS.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

Although a presumptive diagnosis of PHTS can be made
from clinical observation, the actual diagnosis of PHTS is only
confirmed by the identification of a germline mutation in PTEN/
MMAC1/TEP1. PTEN, phosphatase and tensin homologue de-
leted on chromosome TEN, encodes a tumor suppressor that
antagonizes the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K/AKT) and
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways, thereby
resulting in G1 cell-cycle arrest and/or apoptosis.17

Clinical diagnosis: Cowden syndrome
The clinical diagnosis of CS is made, when an individual

meets operational criteria established by the International Cow-
den Consortium (Table 1). The CS diagnostic criteria are sub-
divided into three main categories: pathognomonic, major, and
minor (Table 1). Pathognomonic criteria include facial trichil-
emmomas, acral keratoses, as well as papillomatous and muco-

Fig. 1. Mucocutaneous manifestations of Cowden syn-
drome. A, Trichilemmoma; B, Papillomatous papules.
White arrows denote the more prominent papillomatous
papules.
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sal lesions. In sufficient numbers, these skin findings are diag-
nostic of disease and are identifiable in the majority (�99%) of
patients by their third decade of life. LDD is also considered to
be one of the pathognomic criteria because almost all adult
presentations of LDD are associated with germline PTEN mu-
tations.18 Macrocephaly, defined as a head circumference
�97th percentile, along with breast, thyroid, and endometrial
cancer compose the four major criteria. These are strongly
associated with CS, but are common to other disorders as well.
Finally, the minor criteria are comprised of other more weakly
associated conditions and include other thyroid lesions (ade-
noma and multinodular goiter), mental retardation (IQ �75),
hamartomatous intestinal polyps, fibrocystic breast disease, li-
pomas, fibromas, genitourinary tumors (particularly renal cell
cancer), genitourinary malformations, and uterine fibroids. Di-
agnosis of CS in an individual can be made based on mucocu-
taneous lesions alone, if an individual exhibits one of the
following: (1) six or more facial papules (three of which must be
trichilemmomas), (2) cutaneous facial papules and oral mucosal
papillomatosis, (3) oral mucosal papillomatosis and acral keratosis,
or (4) six or more palmoplantar keratoses. Because of the high
prevalence of PTEN mutations in adult-onset LDD, diagnosis of
LDD alone is sufficient for a clinical diagnosis of CS to be made.
However, in the event that an individual has a first-degree relative
for whom the diagnosis CS has been made, the criteria are relaxed
requiring only one of the following: any single pathognomonic or
major criteria, two minor criteria, or history of BRRS.

After the establishment of the CS diagnostic criteria, more
than 80% of individuals who met the criteria were found to have
germline mutations in PTEN.3,19 Of the remaining 20% who did
not have an identifiable mutation, �7% were shown to harbor
promoter mutations.20 Another subset of PTEN mutation-nega-
tive individuals categorized as CS or CS like (individuals who
have features of CS, but do not meet full diagnostic criteria)
were determined to have germline mutations in SDHB and
SDHD encoding mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase B or D
subunits, respectively.21 However, the molecular basis of dis-
ease in the remaining subjects has yet to be determined.

Clinical diagnosis: BRRS
Although the diagnostic criteria for BRRS have not yet been

established, BRRS is indicated in the presence of macrocephaly,
lipomas, and hamartomatous intestinal polyposis and in males
pigmented macules of the glans penis. PTEN mutations have
been identified in �60% of BRRS cases.3,4 Among those who
remain mutation “negative,” approximately 10% were found to
carry large deletions of PTEN.20

Clinical diagnosis: Proteus and Proteus-like syndrome
Diagnostic criteria for PS were established in 1998 and are

subdivided into general and specific criteria.22 General criteria
require that patients be affected with a mosaic distribution of
lesions, the disease follows a progressive course and occurs
sporadically. Specific criteria include the presence of connective
tissue nevi alone (pathognomonic); or two or more of the
following: epidermal nevus, disproportional overgrowth of
limbs, skull, external auditory meatus, vertebrae, viscera; oc-
currence of specific tumors (bilateral ovarian cystadenomas or
parotid monomorphic adenoma) before the second decade of
life; or all three of the following: dysregulated adipose tissue
(either lipomas or regional absence of fat), vascular malforma-
tions (capillary, venous, or lymphatic), or phenotypic facial
features (dolichocephaly, long face, minor downslanting of pal-
pebral fissures and/or minor ptosis, low nasal bridge, wide or
anteverted nares, and open mouth at rest) (Table 2).

Table 1 Cowden syndrome diagnostic criteria

Pathognomonic criteria

Mucocutaneous lesions

Trichilemmomas (facial)

Acral keratoses

Papillomatous lesions

Mucosal lesions

Adult Lhermitte-Duclos disease

Major criteria

Breast cancer

Endometrial cancer

Thyroid cancer

Follicular and papillary, never medullary

Macrocephaly

Occipital frontal circumference �97th percentile

Minor criteria

Fibrocystic breast disease

Mental retardation (IQ �75)

Other thyroid lesions

Adenoma, multinodular goiter

Hamartomatous intestinal polyps Lipomas

Fibromas

Genitourinary tumors or malformation

Especially renal cell carcinoma

Uterine fibroids

Cowden syndrome operational diagnosis

Operational diagnosis in an individual

Mucocutaneous lesions alone if there are

Six or more facial papules, of which 3 must be
trichilemmomas, or

Cutaneous facial papules and oral mucosal papillomatosis, or

Oral mucosal papillomatosis and acral keratoses, or

Six or more palmoplantar keratoses

Two or more major criteria of which one must be macrocephaly
or LDD

One major and �3 minor criteria, or

Four or more minor criteria

Operational diagnosis for individuals with one relative diagnosed
with CS

Individual must exhibit one or more of the following

Any one pathognomonic criterion

Any one major criteria with or without minor criteria

Two minor criteria

History of Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome
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As previously mentioned, diagnostic criteria for Proteus-like
syndrome has not been defined; however, Proteus-like syn-
drome is used to describe individuals who exhibit features of
PS, but do not meet PS diagnostic criteria.

Testing
Pathologic review of the dermatologic, thyroid, breast, en-

dometrial, and colonic lesions is essential in confirming histo-
pathology. This is particularly germane for dermatologic and
colonic polyp diagnoses.

Clinical-based and research-based molecular genetic testing
are available to identify mutations and/or deletions within
PTEN. Identification of such alterations provides confirmation
of the PHTS diagnosis and further permits predictive testing and

prenatal diagnosis within affected families. PTEN sequence and
deletion analysis is available on a clinical basis and has identi-
fied mutations in approximately 85% of individuals with CS,3,20

65% of individuals with BRRS,4,20 20% individuals with PS,
and 50% individuals with Proteus-like syndrome, respectively.5,23

Several methodologies are currently used to detect PTEN deletions.
These include multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification
(MLPA) (the preferred method), Southern blotting, monochromo-
somal hybrid analysis, real-time polymerase chain reaction, and
semiquantitative multiplex polymerase chain reaction. Deletion
analysis has revealed that approximately 10% of individuals diag-
nosed with BRRS who do not have identifiable intragenic muta-
tions have large deletions within or encompassing PTEN.20 Inter-
estingly, no large deletions have been identified in patients with
CS. Because PTEN mutations are not identifiable in 100% of any
of the disease phenotypes, the inability to detect a mutation within
PTEN does not abrogate the clinical diagnosis of CS, BRRS,
Proteus, or Proteus-like syndrome in individuals who meet diag-
nostic criteria for these disorders.

Research-based molecular genetic testing compliments avail-
able clinical testing by additionally offering promoter analysis.
Analysis of the PTEN promoter has established that approximately
10% of individuals with CS who do not harbor mutations within
their coding region have identifiable promoter mutations.20

Genetically related (allelic) disorders
Two additional disease phenotypes, adult-onset and autism/

pervasive developmental disorder and macrocephaly disease,
can also be associated with mutations in PTEN.18 LDD, or
dysplastic gangliocytoma, is associated with a hamartomatous
overgrowth of the cerebellum. Most/virtually all adult-onset
LDD have been found to carry PTEN mutations. Germline
PTEN mutations have also been identified in 10% to 20% of
individuals with autism/pervasive developmental disorder and
macrocephaly disease, particularly in families affected by CS
and/or BRRS.24,25 An isolated case of hemimegencephaly, as
well as an individual with VATER (non-random association of
congenital defects including vertebral anomalies, anal atresia,
cardiovascular anomalies, tracheoesophegeal fistula, esophageal
atresia and renal and or radial anomalies) and macrocephaly,
have also been reported to harbor germline PTEN mutations.6,26

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Primary differential diagnoses
There are a few different approaches to consider when eval-

uating differential diagnoses. One involves considering the dif-
ferential diagnoses for organ-specific cancers, in this case breast
and epithelial thyroid cancers, whereas a second involves con-
sidering the differential diagnoses for hamartomatous polyps.

Organ-specific cancers
The genetic differential diagnosis of breast cancer includes

BRCA1/2-associated hereditary breast and/or ovarian cancer
syndrome, PHTS, Li-Fraumeni syndrome associated with TP53
mutations, Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) caused by mutations
in serine/threonine kinase 11 (STK11, also known as LKB1),
type 1 neurofibromatosis, and hereditary diffuse gastric cancer
associated with lobular breast cancer and CDH1 mutations. In
general, the clinical presentations of these syndromes are dis-
tinct, for example nonbreast component neoplasias and ages-
of-onset, although there are certain situations where PJS and
PHTS may be confused (see later). The syndromic differential
diagnosis of epithelial (not medullary) thyroid cancer includes

Table 2 Proteus syndrome diagnostic criteria

Mandatory general criteria

Mosaic distribution of lesions

Progressive course of disease

Sporadic occurrence

Pathognomonic criteria

Connective tissue nevi

Or two of the following:

Epidermal nevus

Disproportionate overgrowth (1 or more)

Limbs (arms/legs, hands/feet/digits)

Skull (hyperostoses)

External auditory meatus (hyperostosis)

Vertebrae (megaspondylodysplasia)

Viscera (spleen/thymus)

Specific tumors before end of second decade (either one)

Bilateral ovarian cystadenomas

Parotid monomorphic adenoma

Or three of the following

Dysregulated adipose tissue (either one)

Lipomas

Regional absence of fat

Vascular malformations (one or more)

Capillary malformation

Venous malformation Lymphatic malformation

Facial phenotype

Dolichocephaly

Long face

Minor downslanting of palpebral fissures and/or minor ptosis

Low nasal bridge

Wide or anteverted nares

Open mouth at rest
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PHTS, Werner syndrome caused by WRN1 mutations, Carney
Complex caused by mutations in PRKAR1A, and familial ad-
enomatous polyposis caused by mutations in APC. Similarly,
these syndromes are quite different clinically and should not be
confused with PHTS. It should be pointed out that the thyroid
cancer associated with familial adenomatous polyposis is often
referred to as papillary thyroid cancer, but thyroid pathologists
would disagree because the pathology is quite distinctive and is
referred to as morular.

Hamartomatous polyps
In addition to PHTS, hamartomatous polyps are also a com-

mon component of two other autosomal dominant cancer pre-
disposition syndromes, juvenile polyposis syndrome (JPS;
OMIM 174900), and PJS (OMIM 175200). When polyps are
the predominant feature at clinical presentation, it is vital that
polyp histologies are re-reviewed by a dedicated gastrointestinal
pathologist. A pilot study of 50 individuals presenting with five
or more colonic polyps, one of which was hamartomatous or
hyperplastic, revealed that 22% of these individuals carried
germline mutations; however, the germline mutations were in
genes that were discordant with the initial (referring) polyp-
based diagnosis.27

Juvenile polyposis syndrome
JPS is defined by the presence of more than three to five

juvenile polyps throughout the stomach, small intestine, colon,
and rectum. In this context, the term “juvenile” is used to
specify the type of polyp, not the age of the patient at polyp
development. By definition, juvenile polyps are characterized
by normal epithelium with a dense stroma, an inflammatory
infiltrate, and a smooth surface with dilated, mucus-filled cystic
glands in the lamina propria. Polyps are usually present in
patients with JPS by the age of 20 years and can range in
number from 4 to more than 100 over a lifetime. These polyps
are typically benign; however, malignant transformation has
been known to occur. Bleeding and anemia commonly result
from untreated polyps. Germline mutations in SMAD4 (also
known asMADH4), BMPR1A, and ENG have been identified in
patients with JPS, and the proteins encoded by these three genes
are known to function within the transforming growth factor �
signaling pathway.27–29

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome
Most commonly associated with mutations in STK11, PJS is

a rare cancer predisposition syndrome associated with gastro-
intestinal polyposis and dark blue to dark brown perioral freck-
ling.7 Pigmentation of the perioral region that extends through
the vermillion border is considered to be pathognomonic for this
disorder, but can fade with age. PJS exhibits variable pen-
etrance, clinical heterogeneity, and imparts a high risk for the
development of both intestinal and extraintestinal (breast) can-
cers.30 Its associated hamartomatous polyps are typically found
throughout the small intestine, but are also present within the
stomach and large intestine. Additionally, individuals with PJS
are more likely than patients with CS to experience intussus-
ception and rectal bleeding.

Other less likely differential diagnoses

Birt-Hogg-Dube syndrome
Characterized by the triad of fibrofolliculomas, trichodisco-

mas, and acrochordons, Birt-Hogg-Dube (BHD) syndrome is a
rare autosomal dominant disorder that imparts an increased risk
for renal cell carcinoma. Similar to the CS/BRRS phenotype,

rare individuals with BHD may present with trichilemmomas,
lipomas, and skin papules; however, the disorder is genetically
distinct from the PHTS, as pathogenic mutations have been
identified in BHD/FLCN.

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)
Café-au-lait macules, fibromatous tumors of the skin, and

autism have been associated with both NF1 and CS/BRRS
phenotypes. However, at this time, it is unclear whether the
association of NF1 and autism is true or merely a chance
association. Occasionally, because of the presence of gastroin-
testinal ganglioneuromas, individuals with CS/BRRS are incor-
rectly diagnosed as having NF1.

Nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome (Gorlin
syndrome)

Nevoid basal cell carcinoma is typified by the presence of
basal cell nevi, basal cell carcinoma, and diverse developmental
abnormalities. Fibromas, hamartomatous gastrointestinal pol-
yps, tumors, and cancers are common phenotypic features
shared with CS/BRRS; however, dermatologic findings, com-
ponent malignancies, and developmental features differ signif-
icantly between the two syndromes. Gorlin syndrome is asso-
ciated with germline mutations in the PTCH1 gene.

DISEASE MANAGEMENT

Treatment of manifestations
Mucocutaneous manifestations of CS are seldom cause for

concern and visual surveillance is considered to be sufficient,
provided the manifestations are asymptomatic. Should they
become symptomatic, temporary relief may be obtained through
the use of topical agents (e.g., 5-fluorouracin), curettage, cryo-
surgery, or laser surgery.31 Surgical treatment is sometimes
complicated by cheloid formation and recurrence of the lesions
(Eng, unpublished study). Both benign and malignant manifes-
tations of PHTS are treated in an identical manner to their
sporadic counterparts at this time.

Prevention of primary manifestations
Prophylactic mastectomy is one preventative option for

women at high risk for the development of breast cancer,
regardless of the underlying genetic cause (i.e., PTEN, BRCA1,
BRCA2, etc). It has been shown to reduce the risk of disease
development by 90% in high-risk women.32

Presently, there is no direct evidence supporting the use of
tamoxifen or raloxifene to reduce the risk of breast cancer
development in individuals with PHTS. Physicians are expected
to discuss the limitations of the evidence along with the risks
and benefits of chemoprophylaxis with each individual. The
tamoxifen-associated increased risk for development of endo-
metrial cancer must be discussed, particularly as elevated en-
dometrial cancer risk is a component of PHTS.

Surveillance
Because PTEN mutations are associated with an increased

risk for developing breast, thyroid endometrial, and sometimes
renal cancers, cancer surveillance is the cornerstone of disease
management.

Cowden syndrome

General care
Comprehensive physical examinations are recommended

yearly beginning at age 18 or 5 years before the family’s earliest
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age of cancer diagnosis. Examinations should focus on both
thyroid and dermatological changes. Annual urinalysis with
urine cytology and renal ultrasounds are recommended for
individuals with a positive family history for renal cell cancer.
In the absence of symptoms, baseline colonoscopy is recom-
mended at age 50.

Breast cancer
Both men and women with CS should conduct monthly breast

self-examinations beginning at 18 years of age. In addition, women
should receive annual clinical breast examinations (age 25), mam-
mography, and breast magnetic resonance imaging (age 30–35) at
the indicated age or 5 to 10 years before a family’s earliest known
breast cancer diagnosis (whichever is earlier).

Thyroid cancer
Baseline thyroid ultrasound examination should be done at

age 18. After the initial evaluation, individuals with CS should
consider yearly ultrasounds thereafter.

Endometrial cancer
Blind suction biopsies are recommended for premenopausal

women on an annual basis starting at age 35 to 40 or 5 years
before the earliest family diagnosis of endometrial cancer. Rec-
ommendations for postmenopausal women include annual
transabdominal ultrasound examination with biopsy of suspi-
cious areas. These recommendations are consistent with the
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines
up to the 2008 revisions, which do not advocate any endometrial
cancer surveillance for women with PHTS. Experts in this field,
however, feel strongly that this surveillance should be contin-
ued. Therefore, as a compromise, endometrial surveillance as
noted above is advocated in families having at least one relative
with endometrial cancer.

Bannayan-Ruvalcaba-Riley syndrome, Proteus and
Proteus-like syndrome

Although cancer screening recommendations have not been
formally instituted for BRRS, PS, or PSL, all such individuals
with germline PTEN mutations should adopt the cancer surveil-
lance strategies proposed for patients with CS. Additionally,
because gastrointestinal hamartomatous polyposis can be more
severe in BRRS than in CS, patients with BRRS should be
monitored for gastrointestinal complications.

Agents/circumstances to avoid
Because CS-associated cutaneous lesions have a tendency to

regrow rapidly and form cheloid tissue, surgical removal should
only be performed if malignancy is suspected or if symptoms
(e.g., pain and deformity) are significant.

Testing of relatives at risk
After the identification of a PTEN mutation in an individual,

asymptomatic, at-risk relatives can be tested to determine if they
also carry the familial mutation. Individuals identified as having
the family-specific mutation would be considered to have PHTS
and therefore, would need ongoing cancer surveillance as de-
scribed earlier. Conversely, individuals identified as not having
the family-specific mutation do not have PHTS or its related
cancer risks.

Therapies under investigation
Although mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors

are promising candidates to treat PTEN-associated malignan-

cies, their use should be restricted to clinical trials. Currently,
one clinical trial involving PHTS is underway. Eligibility cri-
teria for this Rapamycin trial include age �18 years and classic
CS or CS/CS like with clear germline PTEN mutation.

Other
The GeneTest Clinic Directory is a resource available to the

general public to assist in the identification of genetics clinics.
Genetics clinics provide information regarding the natural his-
tory, management, mode of inheritance, and disease risk to
individuals and families.

Genetic counseling
Genetic counseling is the process of providing individuals

and families with information on the nature, an inheritance, and
an implications of genetic disorders to help them make in-
formed medical and personal decisions. The following section
deals with genetic risk assessment and the use of family history
and genetic testing to clarify genetic status for family members.
This section is not meant to address all personal, cultural, or
ethical issues that individuals may face or to substitute for
consultation with a genetics professional.

Mode of inheritance
PHTS is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner.

Risk to family members
Both simplex (defined as individuals with no obvious family

history) and familial cases (defined as two or more related
affected individuals) of CS have been identified. However, the
actual proportion of simplex to familial cases cannot be deter-
mined for CS due to its underdiagnosis. Based on the literature
and the experience of the two major CS centers in the United
States, it seems most individuals with CS have no obvious
family history. In support of this, broad estimates suggest only
10% to 50% of individuals with CS have an affected parent.4

After the identification of a PTEN mutation in proband, the
probands’ parents should be offered molecular genetic testing to
determine if either has undiagnosed PHTS. In the event that the
proband has no identifiable PTEN mutation, it is recommended
that both parents undergo careful clinical examination to iden-
tify signs of CS/BRRS. It is important to note that a family
history may seem negative due to failure to recognize the
disorder in other family members, early death before onset of
symptoms, or late onset of disease.

Risk to siblings of the proband is dependant on the genetic
status of the parents. Because PHTS is an autosomal dominant
condition, if a parent is affected, the risk to a probands’ siblings
is 50%. If neither parent carries the mutation identified in the
proband, the risk to siblings is probably negligible because
germline mosaicism has not been reported in PHTS. If no
mutation is identified in a proband, the diagnosis of PHTS can
be excluded. Normal clinical examinations performed on par-
ents in their thirties, specifically to look for signs of CS/BRRS,
would make the risk to siblings of the proband minimal, since
an estimated 99% of affected individuals would have signs by
that age.

Each child of an affected individual has a 50% chance of
inheriting the mutation and developing PHTS.

Related genetic counseling issues
Testing at risk relatives. After the identification of a mutation
in a proband, molecular testing can be used to identify asymp-
tomatic at-risk relatives who also have PHTS. These individuals
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need ongoing surveillance, as discussed earlier. Molecular test-
ing is considered to be appropriate for at-risk individuals
younger than 18 years, given the early presentation of BRRS
and PS.

Considerations in families with de novo mutations. When
neither parent of a proband with an autosomal dominant con-
dition has the disease-causing mutation or clinical evidence of
the disorder, it is likely the proband has a de novo mutation.
However, possible nonmedical explanations including alternate
paternity or undisclosed adoption could also be explored.

Genetic cancer risk assessment and counseling. For com-
prehensive descriptions of the medical, psychosocial, and ethical
ramifications of identifying at-risk individuals through cancer risk
assessment with or without molecular genetic testing, see:

● Genetic cancer risk assessment and counseling: recom-
mendations of the National Society of Genetic Counselors.

● Elements of cancer genetics risk assessment and counsel-
ing (part of PDQ®, National Cancer Institute).

Family planning. The optimal time for the determination of
genetic risk and discussion of the availability of prenatal testing
is before pregnancy.

Prenatal testing
Prenatal diagnosis is available for pregnancies at increased

risk. Fetal cells, obtained through either chorionic villus sam-
pling at approximately 10 to 12 weeks’ gestation or through
amniocentesis at 15 to 18 weeks’ gestation, are used to isolate
fetal DNA. Before testing of fetal DNA, the disease-causing
allele of an affected family member must be identified.

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis
Although successful preimplantation genetic diagnosis

(PGD) for PHTS has not been reported in the medical literature,
PGD may be available for families in which the disease-causing
mutation has been identified in an affected family member in a
research or in a clinical laboratory.

MOLECULAR GENETICS

PTEN maps to 10q23.3 and encodes Phosphatase and tensin
homologue deleted on chromosome TEN (PTEN).

Molecular genetic pathogenesis
Although PTEN has been studied in detail, much is still

unknown about its function. Categorically, PTEN is classified
as a dual-specificity phosphatase that dephosphorylates phos-
phorylated tyrosine, serine, and threonine residues. It is the
major phosphatase for phosphoinositited-3,4,5-triphosphate,
and therefore negatively regulates the PI3K/Akt pathway.

Somatic PTEN mutations and loss of gene expression are
frequently found in both endometrioid endometrial adenocarci-
noma and precancerous endometrial lesions (intraepithelial neo-
plasia), confirming the critical role that PTEN must play in
endometrial tissues.33

Normal allelic variants
The gene comprises nine exons and likely spans a genomic

distance of more than 120 kb. The 1209-bp coding sequence is
predicted to encode a 403-amino acid protein.

Pathologic allelic variants
Germline mutations have been found throughout PTEN (with

the exception of exon 9) and include missense and nonsense

mutations, splice site mutations, small deletions, insertions, and
several large deletions. More than 150 unique mutations are
currently listed in the Human Gene Mutation Database. Nearly
40% of mutations are found in exon 5, which encodes the
phosphate core motif.23 Most mutations are unique, although a
number of recurrent mutations have been reported, particularly
R130X, R233X, and R335X.34 Approximately 10% of individ-
uals with CS who do not have a mutation detected in the PTEN
coding sequence have heterozygous germline mutations in the
PTEN promoter.20 In contrast, 10% of individuals with BRRS
who do not have an identifiable PTEN mutation on sequence
analysis have large deletions within or encompassing PTEN.20

Normal gene product
PTEN encodes an almost ubiquitously expressed dual-spec-

ificity phosphatase. The PTEN protein localizes to specific
nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments. The wild-type protein is
a major lipid phosphatase that downregulates the PI3K/Akt
pathway to cause G1 arrest and/or apoptosis. In addition, the
protein phosphatase seems to play an important role in inhibi-
tion of cell migration and spreading, as well as downregulating
several cell cyclins.23 It seems that nuclear PTEN predomi-
nantly signals down the MAPK pathway and mediates cell-
cycle arrest, whereas cytoplasmic PTEN predominantly signals
down the PI3K/AKT pathway and is required for apoptosis.35

Abnormal gene product
The majority (76%) of germline mutations in PTEN result in

truncated protein, lack of protein (haploinsufficiency), or dys-
functional protein. Many missense mutations are functionally
null and several act as dominant negatives. When PTEN is
absent, decreased, or dysfunctional, the phosphorylation of Akt
is uninhibited leading to the inability to activate cell-cycle arrest
and/or to undergo apoptosis. In addition, through the lack of
protein phosphatase activity, the MAPK pathway is dysregu-
lated, leading to abnormal cell survival.23
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